Solution structure of the nogalamycin-DNA complex.
The nogalamycin-d(A-G-C-A-T-G-C-T) complex (two drugs per duplex) has been generated in aqueous solution and its structure characterized by a combined application of two-dimensional NMR experiments and molecular dynamics calculations. Two equivalents of nogalamycin binds to the self-complementary octanucleotide duplex with retention of 2-fold symmetry in solution. We have assigned the proton resonances of nogalamycin and the d(A1-G2-C3-A4-T5-G6-C7-T8) duplex in the complex and identified the intermolecular proton-proton NOEs that define the alignment of the antitumor agent at its binding site on duplex DNA. The analysis was greatly aided by a large number of intermolecular NOEs involving exchangeable protons on both the nogalamycin and the DNA in the complex. The molecular dynamics calculations were guided by 274 intramolecular nucleic acid distance constraints, 90 intramolecular nogalamycin distance constraints, and 104 intermolecular distance constraints between nogalamycin and the nucleic acid protons in the complex. The aglycon chromophore intercalates at (C-A).(T-G) steps with the long axis of the aglycon approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the flanking C3.G6 and A4.T5 base pairs. The aglycon selectively stacks over T5 and G6 on the T5-G6-containing strand with the aglycon edge containing OH-4 and OH-6 substituents directed toward the C3-A4-containing strand. The C3.G6 and A4.T5 base pairs are intact but buckled at the intercalation site with a wedge-shaped alignment of C3 and A4 on the C3-A4 strand compared to the parallel alignment of T5 and G6 on the T5-G6 strand in the complex. The nogalose sugar in a chair conformation, the aglycon ring A in a half-chair conformation, and the COOCH3-10 side chain form a continuous domain that is sandwiched within the walls of the minor groove and spans the three base pair (G2-C3-A4).(T5-G6-C7) segment. The nogalose ring is positioned in the minor groove such that its nonpolar face is directed toward the G6-C7 sugar-phosphate backbone while its polar face containing OCH3 groups is directed toward the G2-C3 sugar-phosphate backbone in the complex. The intermolecular contacts include a nonpolar patch of aglycon (CH3-9) and nogalose (CH3-3') methyl groups forming van der Waals contacts with the base-sugar residues in the minor groove and intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving the amino groups of G2 and G6 with the ether oxygens OCH3-3' and O7, respectively, on the nogalose sugar.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)